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Eindhoven is a hotspot for physics-driven renewable energy research. Researchers from DIFFER and 
TU/e work on topics like nuclear fusion, photovoltaics, ba eries, solar fuels, or modeling of energy 
flows in buildings. In this session researchers from both ins tutes explain how they contribute to 
solving some of the big, current challenges in the energy transi on.  
  
   
  
The future of electrolysis   
Mihalis Tsampas (DIFFER, Eindhoven)  
  
As more countries take ini a ves towards decarbonisa on, hydrogen will have a cri cal role to play. 
This will be par cularly the case in hard-to-abate sectors and where direct electrifica on is 
challenging, such as in heavy industry (e.g. steel, chemicals) and long-haul transport (e.g. marine, 
avia on). In this context, hydrogen should present a low or zero carbon footprint, ideally being green 
(i.e. produced by water electrolysis which is powered by renewable electricity). However, green 
hydrogen is s ll more expensive than blue hydrogen (produced from fossil fuels with carbon capture 
and storage) due to the cost of (i) the renewable electricity and (ii) the electrolysis facili es. In this 
contribu on, we will discuss the different electrolysis technologies, sustainability issues, strategies 
for reducing investment costs for electrolysis plants and opportuni es for producing compe ve 
green hydrogen [1,2].  
  
[1] IRENA (2020), Green Hydrogen Cost Reduc on: Scaling up Electrolysers to Meet the 1.5⁰C Climate Goal  
[2] F.M. Sapountzi et al, Electrocatalysts for the genera on of hydrogen, oxygen and synthesis gas, Progress in 
Energy and Combus on Science, 58, (2017) 1-35  
   
  
   
The future of fusion - pu ng the sun in a box  
T.W. Morgan (DIFFER, Eindhoven)  
  
Nuclear fusion shows great promise as a CO2-free method for con nuous electricity produc on 
suppor ng the expected transi on and growth in energy demand in the 21st century. Huge progress 
has been made in bringing this vision to frui on since fusion energy development started more than 
70 years ago. ITER, the first magne c confinement device capable of genera ng more energy than is 
used to sustain it, is nearing comple on. At the same me, many private companies have 
proliferated in the last few years aiming to deliver fusion faster, smaller and cheaper. Nonetheless 
many challenges remain to be overcome. This contribu on will look at the status and outlook for the 
fusion field, and how some of these challenges are being tackled.  
  
   

Perspec ve on materials and interfaces in next-genera on energy conversion and storage devices 
Adriana Creatore (Eindhoven University of Technology)  



In this contribu on I will discuss the state-of-the art and challenges yet to be met in material and 
interface science for the next-genera on photovoltaics and ba eries for mobility. Specifically, I will 
address metal halide perovskite-based photovoltaics and high energy density Li- and post-Li ion 
ba eries. Next to the overarching challenge of sustainability in material supply chain, manufacturing 
line and recycling prospects, both energy technologies share the need for interfaces which are 
selec ve to the transport of a specific charge (holes, electrons, or ions), as well as (electro-
)chemically and mechanically stable. To this purpose, I will end the contribu on by reflec ng on the 
merits and opportuni es offered by gas phase deposi on technologies in addressing the above-
men oned challenges.  

  

Future of Energy in the Built Environment -  
Hamid Montazeri (Department of the Built Environment, Eindhoven University of Technology)  

The future of energy is shi ing towards decentraliza on, responding to the complexi es and 
vulnerabili es of centralized energy systems. In this perspec ve, addressing inherent challenges in 
energy decentraliza on is impera ve, focusing on developing sustainable solu ons for renewable 
energy systems. Along this journey, considera on should be given to the real-world performance 
characteriza on of renewable energy systems by understanding the crucial role of wind flow pa erns 
and other environmental phenomena in the built environment, as the security of future energy 
supply depends on our capacity to foresee and comprehend the complexi es of urban wind 
phenomena. This talk aims to bridge the gap between decentraliza on aspira ons and the cri cal 
importance of precise environmental predic ons for sustainable energy transi on using mul -physics 
and mul -scale computa onal approaches, laying the founda on for a resilient produc on to end-
use chain in the built environment.  

 


